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IN WITH THE NEW...OUT WITH THE OLD 
Matthew 9:14-17 

 
 

 It is the first Sunday of 2009, and as we embark on another year, thinking about what 
our life might be like INDIVIDUALLY and CORPORATELY as Christ’s Church, is an appropriate 
thing to do today.  And of course, taking our cue from Jesus is the way to do it. 

 
 In this morning’s gospel lesson, Jesus said that you can’t put new wine in old 
wineskins.  The fermentation will burst the skins.  Old skins are meant for aged wine.  Put new 
wine in new wineskins. 
 And he said, you can’t patch an old garment with a piece of new cloth.  When you wash 
it, the new piece of cloth will shrink and tear the garment. 

    
 Of course, some of you young people out there may not know much about patching 
clothes.  Or washing them.  Times have changed.  The Kentucky humorist, Carl Hurley, tells of a 
teenage girl going out for the night.  Her father sees her and says, “Look at you!  Your jeans 
have slits and holes in them.  And your top.  Where’s the rest of your top?  And your hair!  Your 
hair looks like a … looks like a MOP!” 
 The daughter replies, “What’s a mop?!” 

 
 Jesus gives us two proverbs about wine and a patch, and in giving them he gives us a 
hint that there might be something new at work in Jesus that the old cannot contain.   

 So, the first question we need to address is: What is the NEW in Jesus that bursts old 
wineskins? 
 Then there’s the curious last sentence: “…but new wine is put into fresh wineskins, and 
so both are preserved.” 
 Jesus seems to be saying there’s something of value in the OLD wineskins too, and in 
OLD wine. 

 So a second question emerges: How do we know what to preserve of the OLD and 
what to embrace in the NEW? 
 Both questions …  

 What is the NEW in Jesus the OLD cannot contain? 
 And how do we discern what to KEEP of the OLD and what to EMBRACE of the NEW?  

 Both questions are key questions for ALL of us today as we stand on the brink of 2009. 
 

 For ME, the NEW about Jesus that the OLD cannot contain is the message of GRACE.  A 
religion of GRACE cannot live inside a religion of LEGALISM.  It bursts its skins.  You can live by 
GRACE or under the YOKE OF THE LAW … not both. 

 At the heart of the issue is not a contest between Judaism and Christianity, but a battle 
in our own human souls between a religion of LEGALISM and a religion of GRACE – NOW as 
much as THEN. 



    
 For many years now, I have been saying that I would rather err on the side of GRACE than 
on the LAW.  When I stand before my maker, I want to be accused or commended [which ‘er the 
case may be] for loving too much. 
 Let me try to explain MY reasoning and what I believe JESUS is saying in this proverb: 

 A religion of GRACE says that God’s love and forgiveness come FIRST … not waiting for 
repentance and right living, but bringing these in on its healing wings. 

 A religion of LEGALISM says that you’ve got to shape up and earn God’s love by right 
living or right belief.  Love has its conditions. 

 Is there any denying that Jesus’ religion of GRACE was embodied in his dinner 
fellowship?  He’d eat with anybody.  EVERYONE was welcome: Sinners, tax collectors, and 
women.   
 In Jesus’ day the dinner table was what the communion table is in some churches: 
Only for the righteous, the ones who had followed the rules.  The ones who believed right and 
behaved right.  But Jesus included EVERYONE.  Of course, there were some in Jesus’ day who 
didn’t want to come to a party where everyone, anyone could come. 
   I do need to insert here, that there is a certain kind of GRACE imbedded within the law, 
in its rules and commandments.  This kind of grace is what helps us avoid a lot of pain and 
trouble.  It’s like the fences you see along a cliff that prevent us from going over the edge. 
 But in the religion of Jesus, GRACE is the FIRST and LAST word … the NEW the OLD cannot 
contain. 

 You can’t live by LEGALISM and GRACE.  Of course we try, but one will prevail.  Together 
they make a bitter cocktail.  Shake and spit.  You can’t sing “Amazing Grace” with fifteen 
exceptions. 
 GRACE has no ifs or buts, conditions or qualifications. 

    
 In Robert Frost’s poem “The Death of the Hired Man” a character says: 
 “Home is the place, where,  
  when you have to go there,  
   They have to take you in.” 

 The poem concludes with these words: 
 “I should have called it 
  Something you somehow  
   haven’t to deserve.” 

(The Poetry of Robert Frost (N.Y.  Holt, Reinhart and Winston, 1969), p.  38.)  
 Home is “something you somehow haven’t to deserve.”  That is OUR home in the GRACE 
of God … the HOME Jesus talked about when he spoke of the kingdom of God. 

 We live such defended lives – with such unhappy consequences.  You don’t have to.  
Folk’s, your self-worth is NOT measured by your perfection.  Children of God, live in the MERCY 
of God … the GRACE of God. 

 
 Now to the SECOND question: What do we keep of the OLD?  What do we embrace of 
the NEW? 
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 This is a crucial question for all of us, one we grappled with from the early beginnings 
of our faith … for most of us as children … and one we must contemplate our entire lives as 
we continue on our JOURNEY OF FAITH. 

 So, how do we take the faith handed down to us and make it our own authentic faith?  
As you know, there’s no such thing as a second-hand faith. 

    
 I, as a minister, and we, in the church, have a sacred calling to pass along the faith 
which has been handed to us:  

 From the life of Israel … to the life of Jesus; 
 From the two-thousand year history of the church trying to figure out how to follow 

Jesus … to the particular life of this church and this minister trying to figure out in our 
world how to live our faith; 

 From our parents and grandparents ... to the children in our care;   

 We are “stewards of the mysteries of God” as the scriptures put it – and if we’re smart, 
we hand them on as mysteries, as treasures of truth we can never completely fathom … but 
which always have more to reveal. 

 
 Now, a special word to all the young people who are here today.  You have got to 
claim your own faith.  Listen to all that’s said and taught by your parents and grandparents; 
your Sunday School teachers and your youth advisors; by Pastor Katie and by me … and let 
those things go deep within you.  Then bring back up what resonates as authentic and true, 
like water purified by its passage through rock. 

 Are you willing to follow Jesus, along with the rest of us within this church family, on 
the JOURNEY OF FAITH, committing yourself to a lifelong journey of discovering what it means 
to call Jesus “Lord”?   
 It is indeed a JOURNEY, a process; but with every journey, with every process there is a 
beginning point.  The best expression of the beginning point I’ve heard is this … I’ve shared it 
with you before: 
 To become a Christian is to give as 
  much of your life as you can 
   to as much of Christ as 
    you know. 

 And every following day of your life there will be more and more of yourself you can GIVE 
… and more and more of Christ you will DISCOVER to give yourself to. 

 This is an ADVENTURE we have ALL embarked upon … NOT a test to pass.   
 No NEW YEARS RESOLUTIONS to try and keep here … we’re on a JOURNEY of 

DISCOVERY ... TOGETHER. 
 

 In 2009 and on in to the future, as we go deep with what we’ve been given and seek to 
distinguish what of the OLD to KEEP and what of the NEW to EMBRACE, I want to give you five 
criteria – five questions that I would have you consider.  At lunch today or dinner tomorrow, 
talk about them … parents with children; spouse with spouse; friend with friend.  I’ve placed 
copies of the questions in the Narthex for you to take after the service.  Please take the time to 
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ponder them and see where they might lead YOU INDIVIDUALLY and as THIS FAMILY WE CALL 
LAKEWOOD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. 

 Here are the Criteria … the questions: 
1) What brings LIFE to me?  What causes the energizing life to flow? 

2) What challenges me to BE MY BEST?  To live more kindly and justly and responsibly in 
the world? 

3) What increases my LOVE of God and neighbor?  This was St. Augustine’s rule of how to 
interpret scripture.  Paul Tillich put it this way: “Learn to distrust any claim for truth that 
is not truth united with love.” 

4) What brings JOY?  What feels like GOOD NEWS?  A Christianity without JOY is not the 
real thing, not the religion of GRACE Jesus had in mind. 

5) And finally, what do I imagine JESUS WOULD DO in any situation I might find myself?  
That question “What would Jesus do?” may be the most important single question we 
ever ask.  For Jesus is our GUIDE across the waters, the EPITOME of what it means to be 
a human being, the REVELATION of God’s deepest truth and mercy.  But it is always an 
act of the imagination to answer that question, our human imagination fired by the 
Spirit of God and the presence of the Christ within, and always demanding your BEST 
MIND and HEART to answer. 

 
 You’ve got to go deep to discern the TRUTH and find YOUR TRUTH.  There’s nothing on the 
surface that can save you.  But if you’re not going to dive DEEP … well then, WHY DIVE? 

Amen and Amen. 


